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INTRODUCTION 
 
This booklet should always be read in conjunction with the Careers & Employability 
booklet “CVs and Covering Letters” which contains a host of vital information on 
creating a CV from scratch and composing covering letters. 
 
This booklet contains specific information on CV writing for International students.  It 
does not attempt to cover CV formats in other countries but addresses the issue of 
effective use of language in CVs for the UK job market.  For information on CV 
formats in other countries, look at “The Global Resume and CV Guide” and “Best 
Resumes and CVs for International Jobs” reference copies of which are available in 
our Careers & Employability Centre.    
 
Don’t forget you can bring your draft CV to the Quick Enquiry or Drop-In Desk where 
a Career Consultant will look it over and give you some feedback.  This booklet is 
used as part of the CVs for International Students workshop offered as part of the 
careers programme and there may be opportunity there to get individual feedback on 
your draft CV if time permits. 
 
 
WHAT CAN YOU OFFER AS AN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT? 
 
The typical UK CV will differ from CVs/resumes in other countries in that you will 
normally be expected to identify relevant skills for a job vacancy and provide 
examples of how you are developing those skills.  The typical UK CV will therefore 
require more than just a list of your academic qualifications and experience. 
 
Before you start drafting your CV, think about what you can contribute to an 
organisation.  Reflect positively on your international background and experience 
and be prepared to talk about the aspects of that background that could help you 
make a distinct contribution.  Consider the following: 
 
• Language skills – your knowledge of more than one language could help an 

organisation to communicate with their overseas markets or suppliers. 
 
• Cultural awareness – you could use your particular cultural background to advise 

and inform an organisation on how to make the right impact on their international 
customers and clients. 

 
• Knowledge of both UK and overseas business practice – many international 

students have worked in their home country, often in professional and 
management positions as well as having gained some work experience in the UK 
even if only in part-time student employment or voluntary work. 

 
• Overseas contacts and networks – these could be used to help a UK organisation 

to reach the right people and organisations to maximise their export potential. 
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• Business and technical skills – especially if you are following a highly vocational 
course allowing you to make an immediate impact at work.  Your qualifications 
will be even more marketable if they qualify you for one of the shortage 
occupations identified by the UK Government.  For more information on these, 
see the Careers & Employability booklet “Employment Regulations for 
International Students”. 

 
• Creating a diverse workforce – many UK organisations have embraced the 

diversity agenda and your international perspective could help these 
organisations to reflect the changing pattern of the UK working population. 

 
For information on evidencing key skills that employers require, look at the Appendix 
at the end of the Careers & Employability booklet “CVs and Covering Letters”. 
 
 
EFFECTIVE CV SPEAK 
 
How you say something can be just as important as what you say.  The same is true 
when writing a CV. 
 
You need to use language that is positive, professional and enthusiastic. 
 
General Tips for good “CV Speak” 
 
• Choose words with an impact that will convey your ability to achieve.  The best 

words to use are ACTION words.  Examples are: 
 

Achieved Managed Wrote Created 
Persuaded Presented Organised Produced 
Researched  Initiated Developed Analysed 
Negotiated Implemented Conducted Undertook 
 

 Start your sentences with action words.  Later in this booklet there is a fuller list of 
helpful words to include in CVs. 

 
• Keep your sentences short.  This has the effect of making your CV sound punchy 

and concise.  It will have more impact. 
 
• Incorporate the “language” of your profession when describing your experience 

and skills.  This language or jargon becomes “keywords” on your CV which 
increase your credibility.  Many companies will scan your CV/application for these 
“key words” in order to decide whether or not to select you for interview.  
Therefore, do your research on the “key words” or “buzz words” for your chosen 
employer(s) before submitting your CV/on-line application. 

 
• Tailor your CV to the demands of the employer.  Make sure you give evidence for 

possessing the required skills and use appropriate linking structures e.g. “my 
communication skills are demonstrated by  the two assessed presentations I 
delivered in my second year …” or “My leadership style is consultative and 
negotiative as evidenced in  my role as Student representative for my course …”. 
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• Avoid “Lead In” phrases like “My duties included ... ” or “I was involved in ... ”.  Go 
straight to the point e.g. “Organised a charity event ... ” or “Co-ordinated the 
social activities of the Asian Society  …”. 

 
• Always use positive language.  Sell yourself – if you don’t, no one else will do it 

for you. 
 
Grammar Tips for Good “CV Speak” 
 
• Use the active voice when describing your experience.  Avoid the passive voice 

e.g. say “Increased profits by 10%” rather than “Profits were increased by 10%”. 
 
• Avoid over-using the personal pronoun “I”.  When you use the active voice, the 

reader assumes you are the one performing the action so there is no need to use 
“I” in this instance e.g. instead of saying “I expanded production by 25%”, say 
“Expanded production by 25%”.  The use of “I” is awkward when outlining 
accomplishments.  Worst of all, it tends to make you and your CV appear self-
centred rather than employer-centred. 

 
• All education or employment that has been completed should be reported in the 

past simple, in the active voice e.g. “I studied Accounting and Economics”, 
“arranged sporting and social activities”. 

 
• To emphasise your achievements, consider using the present perfect e.g. “This 

research has now been published in …”, “This system I established has now 
been introduced through the company”. 

 
• Use the present continuous to report your current study or to emphasise an 

ongoing activity e.g. “For my final year project, I am carrying out research into 
…”. 

 
• If you are reporting your current employment use the present simple to give 

details of your job title and responsibilities e.g. “I work as the systems analyst in a 
large department and my responsibilities include…”. 

 
• Use the past simple for past positions of responsibility e.g. “Held the position of 

head prefect at school ...” or  “Served as Steward in Music Festival …”. 
 
• Use the present perfect to emphasise the length of time you have held a position 

of responsibility e.g. “I have been on the committee for the past two years …”. 
 
• Use the present simple to talk about current positions of responsibility and current 

hobbies and make sure you state what this shows about you e.g. “I enjoy playing 
a variety of sports and am a member of a small team in my hall where I have 
responsibility for publicity …”. 
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List of Helpful Words To Use In Your Profile and Th roughout The CV: 
 
Able Enthusiasm Negotiated 
Accomplished Established Notable 
Achieved Examined Operated 
Adaptable Exceeded Organised 
Administered Excelled Oversaw 
Advised Experienced Participated 
Analysed Expertise Persuaded 
Articulate Explained Planned 
Assessed Expressed Problem Solving 
Audited Extended Processed 
Benefited Flexible Professional 
Budgeted Forecasted Profitability 
Capable Founded Projecting 
Challenging Fulfilled Promoted 
Channelled Gained Provided 
Commitment Gathered Qualified 
Communicated Geared Represented 
Compiled Guiding Researched 
Completed Handled Resolved 
Conducted Headed Resourceful 
Conscientious Helped Responsible 
Consistent Illustrated Satisfied 
Constructive Implemented Selected 
Contribution Improved Setting goals 
Conversant Improvised Significant 
Co-ordinated Incentive Skilful 
Creative Increased Specialised 
Cultivated Influenced Stimulated 
Decisive Inform Studied 
Defining Initiative Succeeded 
Delivered Inspected Successfully 
Designed Inspired Tact 
Detected Instructed Team player 
Determined Interpreted Tested 
Developed Interviewed Trained 
Devised Judgement Trouble shooting 
Diagnosed Led  Tutored 
Diplomatic Lectured Uncovered 
Directed Liaised Understood 
Displayed Listening Undertook 
Driving Learning Upgraded 
Edited Maintained  Utilised 
Effective Managed Versatile 
Empathy Manipulated Wrote 
Empowering Mediated 
Enhance Memorised 
Ensure Monitored 
Enterprising Motivated 
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LANGUAGE EXERCISES – TENSES 
 
Using the above section “Grammar Tips for Good CV Speak”  improve the 
following: 
 
Studies already complete 

 
1. My thesis was published in English, Mandarin and Arabic. 
 
2. The electronic leave booking system I established was introduced throughout the 

whole department. 
 
3. 2009 – 20. I have studied Business Administration. 

 
Still Completing Studies 

 
4. Represented my MA programme on the staff/student panel for the entire year. 
 
5. To research reactions to the banning of the veil in French state schools I 

interview Muslim and non-Muslim staff and students. 
 
What difference in emphasis do the following senten ces give? 
 
6. 6a. I work  as a customer services representative in a large department store. 
 
7. 6b. I am working as a customer services representative in a large department 

 store. 
 
LANGUAGE EXERCISE - ACTION VERBS 
 
Select appropriate action verbs and verb phrases from List 1 below to complete the 
following sentences.  More than one phrase could apply in each sentence. 
 
Work Experience 
 
1. ………………………………… electronic leave booking system. 

 
2. ………………………………. the Insessional team. 

 
3. …………………………………………. academic schools and English Language 

Programmes departments in comparator universities. 
 

4. ……………………….. financial outlay on Open Access English for Academic 
Purposes programme. 
 

5. ……………………………………………. of tuition of English language and study 
skills. 
 

6. ……………………………………………….. a wide range of English language 
university entrance examinations. 
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7. ……………………………………………. heads of academic schools in order to 
achieve an improved income for English language programmes. 
 

List 1 

Action phrases … work history 
 
• ... to boost productivity 
• … to increase efficiency 
• Carried out extensive research in … 
• Chosen to … 
• Co-ordinated … 
• Dealt with … customers on a daily / weekly basis 
• Delivered high standards of … 
• Developed and implemented processes and procedures to … 
• Developed relationships with … 
• Established … 
• Gained in-depth knowledge and experience of … 
• Improved … 
• Managed and motivated … 
• Prepared … presentations and reports for … 
• Reported to … 
• Responsible for … 
• Successfully implemented … 
• Successfully increased … 
• Successfully introduced … 
• Successfully led … 
• Successfully negotiated with … 
 
 
PERSONAL PROFILE 
 
It is estimated that the average length of time spent by someone reading your CV is 
only 20-30 seconds.  If we have such a short time to hold the reader’s attention, we 
need to make an immediate impact.  One way in which you can achieve this is by 
writing a personal profile – a banner headline which summarises your main selling 
points.  The purpose of the Profile is to: 
 
• Give a brief overview of who you are. 
• Highlight your main skills and experience. 
• Communicate personal attributes. 
• Motivate the reader to know more. 
 
There is no rule to state that you have to include a Profile in your CV but a well 
written profile can set the tone for the rest of your CV and give it a focus. 
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An example profile is seen at the beginning of the Functional CV Sample in this 
booklet.  Below are two further examples of Personal Profiles: 
 
Example Profile 1 
A commercially aware and IT literate Science graduate with highly developed 
problem solving, interpersonal and communication skills developed during  
placements with blue chip companies in the UK and overseas, now looking for a 
career opportunity in Management Consultancy. 
 
Example Profile 2 
A HR Management postgraduate who is an effective multi-tasker with proven 
organisational skills in the retail and telecommunications sectors.  Comfortable 
communicating with senior management or on the shop floor.  Now looking for a 
career opening in Human Resources. 
 
Again, there are no set rules about how to write one but an effective profile will 
contain 30-50 words and include positive language and statements which are 
backed up later in your CV. 
 
To construct an effective profile, you will need to think about your: 
 
• Main Skills, qualities and attributes in relation to your 
 
• Career Objective 
 
Writing a Profile  
 
So thinking about your main skills and attributes in relation to any known career 
goals you may have, try writing your own profile.  You may wish to refer to the list of 
Helpful Words and the example in Lisa Cheung’s Functional CV Sample in this 
booklet, then write two versions of your own profile below: 
 
Specific Career profile version – if aimed at a specific job or career goal you may 
have 

 __________________________________________________________________  
 __________________________________________________________________  
 __________________________________________________________________  
 __________________________________________________________________  
 __________________________________________________________________  
 
General version – if you do not currently have a specific career goal 

 __________________________________________________________________  
 __________________________________________________________________  
 __________________________________________________________________  
 __________________________________________________________________  
 __________________________________________________________________  
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THIS PAGE IS MEANT TO BE BLANK 
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SAMPLE CVS 
 
The following CVs are two samples based on the imaginary candidate Lisa Cheung.  
Each CV is presented in a slightly different style: 
 
1. A Chronological CV (sometimes called a Conventional CV) where the study and 

career information is presented in a chronological sequence which is a useful 
style to adopt when staying in the same field. 
 

2. A Functional or Skills based CV which is a useful style to adopt when you want to 
apply for a different field and when you may wish to highlight skills and 
achievements drawn from areas of your life other than paid employment. 
 

There is no such thing as the perfect CV.  The sample CVs are just examples of how 
you may wish to create your own document.  You may wish to combine aspects of 
the chronological and functional styles in your own CV.  After all, your CV is your 
own personal document so it is important that you are comfortable with its contents 
and the way it looks in order to use it effectively to market your skills and experience. 
 
The important point is that your CV is targeted to whatever it is you are applying for 
and that it persuades its reader(s) to shortlist you for interview. 
 
Remember to refer to the Careers Service booklet “CVs and Covering Letters” for 
guidelines on contents and layout.  Don’t forget to bring your own draft to the Quick 
Enquiry or Drop-In Desk. 
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Chronological CV 
 
 
 

Lisa Cheung 
 
Term time address:    mobile: 0876266893 
15 City Road     Date of Birth: 7th April 1989 
Cardiff CF11 1DA    Nationality: Chinese 
Email: lisacheung@hotmail.com  Work Permit: Not required in China 
 
 
Education: 
2012-13 Cardiff University  
  MA Business Management 

Modules include Project Management & Management Consultancy 
 
Project:  My group project involved analysing data from the Customer 
Services Dept of a large retail outlet and drawing up a plan for a more 
cost-effective process, complete with an enquiry tracking facility.  We 
each investigated other systems already in use and, through regular 
meetings, established the one which most suited our client’s needs.  
Subsequent trials showed that this system was the most appropriate 
and has now been adopted by the Retailer. 

 
2008-11 Foshan University, China 
  BSc (Hons) Business Information Technology 
  Result: Equivalent to UK 2.1 

 
Dissertation : Based on an industrial project the work evaluated the 
benefits of implementing a recommended information system into a 
charity dealing with environmental projects.  I developed excellent 
planning, project management and analytical skills, together with good 
time-management to ensure the report was produced on time.  

 
2006-08 Lao Ning International School, Shanghai  
  International Baccalaureate 67.5% 

Equivalent to A Level standard 
 
Work Experience:  
2011-12 Arkis Department Store, China 
  Customer Relations Adviser 

• Advised customers on the selection of store cards 
• Achieved individual sales targets and contributed to 25% 

increase in customer store cards issued  
• Managed customer satisfaction survey and delivered 

presentation of findings to management resulting in introduction 
of automated store information points for customers. 

 

Use your name as the heading.  
No need to write CV. 

Ensure you give an address 
where you can be contacted 
easily.  You do not need to give 
your home country address. 

State ‘No Work permit required’ or 
‘Not required in China’ for example. 

Project 
experience 
includes 
details of the 
process and 
the outcome. 

Give previous 
qualifications 
including the UK 
equivalent. 

Use action 
verbs in the 
past tense to 
describe 
previous duties. 
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2012-13 Student volunteering Unit, Cardiff University 

Participate in an Age concern project where I provide relief support for 
local carers, help organise several themed days at a local residential 
home and undertake some small practical tasks such as form filling for 
individual residents within sheltered accommodation. 

 
Summers of 2005 - 2010 

 
Provided accounting and office management support for family 
Warehousing and Shipping business in China where I demonstrated 
attention to detail, initiative, customer care and good technological 
skills through the setting up and manipulation of databases and 
spreadsheets 

 
 
Prize / Awards received  
 
2011 Scholarship of £250 (equivalent) for the best performance on the First 

Year of my BSc course at Foshan University for 2011. 
 

Languages  
 
I am fluent in both written and spoken Mandarin and English.  I have a basic 
knowledge of Cantonese and Japanese. 
 
 
Interests & Activities  
 

• Committee Member of Cardiff International Students Associations where I 
helped organise and publicise the annual International Day 

• World Cinema and books – joined a reading group at Lake Arts Centre and 
organised several cinema visits for University friends to Chapter Arts Centre 

• I enjoy swimming on a weekly basis and occasionally attend concerts at 
Wales Millennium Centre and the Millennium Stadium  

 
Referees  
Dr Miranda Strange    Glenda Giles 
Business School    Selfridges 
Colum Drive     5-8 High Street 
Cardiff University    Cardiff CF10 1TT 
Cardiff CF10 3EU    Tel: (0)292057811 
Tel: (0)2920874578    Ext: 4798 
Email: strange@cardiff.ac.uk 
Personal tutor     Employer 
 
 

Don’t underestimate the value of 
student volunteering. 

OK to include 
family business 
experience as 
long as you 
state relevant 
skills. 

State level of proficiency. 

Don’t just  
list these but 
indicate your 
level of 
involvement. 

Two referees 
normally required.  
Make sure you ask 
their permission first. 
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Functional CV 
 

Lisa Cheung 
 
Term time address:    mobile: 0876266893 
15 City Road     Date of Birth: 7th April 1989 
Cardiff CF11 1DA    Nationality: Chinese 
Email: lisacheung@hotmail.com  Work Permit: Not required in China 
 
 
 
 
Personal Profile  
As a Business Management postgraduate with experience in the design and use of a 
wide range of IT applications, I have successfully combined academic study with 
commercial placements in the UK and overseas.  An initiator and task oriented 
teamworker seeking a position in Customer Care Management. 
 
Key Skills  
 
Commercial Awareness: 
I have developed a good understanding of the nature of business through my degree 
studies and through my retail experience in China where I met individual targets and 
undertook a customer satisfaction survey which led to some commercially viable 
solutions being adopted by the store. 
 
Project Management & IT: 
I have developed extensive knowledge of a number of project management 
techniques such as PERT and GANTT during my MSc retail project.  My Customer 
Relations experience in China involved use of SQL and Access and advanced use of 
Powerpoint. 
 
Teamworking: 
During my MSc Retail project I co-ordinated group meetings to review progress and 
offered solutions to problems encountered in the implementation of the new enquiry 
tracking facility adopted by the retailer.   
 
Cultural Adaptability: 
I have demonstrated my ability to integrate in different cultures by playing a full role 
in the organisation of the student International Day.  I have also interacted 
successfully with different ages and nationalities as a Student Volunteer where I 
demonstrated flexibility. 
 
Languages:  
I am fluent in both written and spoken English and Mandarin and I have a working 
knowledge of Cantonese and basic spoken Japanese. 
 
 

Your banner headline summarising 
your unique selling points.  Make 
sure it is backed up later in the CV. 

Give some thought to the key skills 
required which may vary from one 
job or organisation to another. 
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Education: 
2012-13 Cardiff University  
  MA Business Management 

Project:  My group project involved analysing data from the Customer 
Services Dept of a large retail outlet and drawing up a plan for a more 
cost-effective process, complete with an enquiry tracking facility.   

 
2008-11 Foshan University, China 
  BSc (Hons) Business Information Technology 

Result: Equivalent to UK 2.1.  Scholarship for best 1st year 
performance 
Dissertation : Based on an industrial project the work evaluated the 
benefits of implementing a recommended information system into a 
charity dealing with environmental projects.   

 
2005-08 Lao Ning International School, Shanghai  
  International Baccalaureate 67.5% 

Equivalent to A Level standard 
 
Work Experience:  
2011-12 Arkis Department Store, China 
  Customer Relations Adviser 
   Advised customers on the selection of store cards 
  Achieved individual sales targets and contributed to 25% increase in 

customer store cards issued  
 Managed customer satisfaction survey and delivered presentation of 

findings. 
 

2010-11    Student volunteering Unit, Cardiff University 
Participate in an Age concern project where I provide relief support for 
local carers and help organise several themed days at a local 
residential home. 

 
Summers of 2005 - 2010 

 
Provided accounting and office management support for family Warehousing and 
Shipping business in China where I designed and managed databases and 
spreadsheets and liaised with customers. 

 
Interests & Activities  
Committee Member of Cardiff International Students Associations where I helped 
organise and publicise the annual International Day 
World Cinema and books – joined a reading group at Lake Arts Centre and 
organised several cinema visits for University friends to Chapter Arts Centre 
I enjoy swimming on a weekly basis and occasionally attend concerts at Wales 
Millennium Centre and the Millennium Stadium  
 
References available on request 
 

Less 
detail 
required 
in this 
version 
because 
of the 
Key 
Skills 
section 
on first 
page. 

Write this if space is limited 
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THIS PAGE IS MEANT TO BE BLANK 
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YOUR CV CHECKLIST (adapted from the AGCAS Going Global Staff Guide) 
 
Personal detail 
 

Will the employer be able to contact you easily at this address? 

Do your personal details account for no more than one third of a page? 

Is your nationality and work permit situation clearly stated? 
 
Education 
 

Does this section include more than a listing of qualifications and grades? 

Have you mentioned the skills you have developed on your course and given 
examples of how you developed them? 

Is there a team project that you could discuss? 

Have you stated the equivalence of any internationally obtained qualifications? 

Have you received any scholarships or awards that would show relevant skills? 
 
Experience 
 

Have you included a broad range of relevant experience?  What about work in a family 
business, or involvement in university societies? 

Have you undertaken a period of national service that you could talk about? 

What have you done to integrate yourself into your host community? 

 
Skills 
 

Have you clearly demonstrated evidence of skills outlined in the job/person 
specification?  Or if there is no job/person specification, have you identified the skills 
that are likely to be required? 

Have you used examples to demonstrate these skills?  What about fundraising, group 
projects or societies you are involved with? 

 
Interests 
 

Can you use this section to demonstrate examples of skills and competencies that the 
employer is looking for? 

 
References 
 

If you are including addresses of referees, can they be contacted easily? 
 
General 
 

Has it been thoroughly checked for spelling, grammar and correct use of language? 

Is there widespread use of action words?  (See list of helpful words elsewhere in this 
booklet.) 

Does it follow a consistent layout?  Do the dates follow in the same order for your 
education and employment sections? 

Is the most relevant information given priority on the page/the most space? 

Do your section headings clearly reflect what information the sections contain? 
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COVERING LETTER & SPECULATIVE LETTER 
 
What’s the Difference? 
 
Where possible your CV should always be accompanied by a letter. In the case of 
applying for an advertised vacancy, your CV will be accompanied by a covering 
letter. In the case of there being no advertised vacancy and you write to a particular 
company to enquire about possible job openings or opportunities, your CV will be 
accompanied by a speculative letter.  This is sometimes referred to as a speculative 
or unsolicited application. 
 
Why? 
 
A Covering letter personalises your CV and gives you the opportunity to express 
your enthusiasm and specific suitability for an actual post or a possible post if you 
are sending a speculative letter.  Usually one side of A4 is sufficient. The letter 
should summarise your main skills and strengths in relation to a job vacancy or a 
company.  It should signpost the reader to relevant parts of your CV.  
 
Format 
 
Section 1 Why are you writing? 

In response to a specific advert or speculatively. 
Section 2 Set the Scene. 

Who are you? 
What have you done? 

Section 3 Why them? 
Explain what attracts you to a company/type of work 
Give some evidence that you have done some thinking and 
research about the employer. 
Personalise this section – don’t send the same paragraph to 
every employer. 

Section  4 Why can you do the job? 
Outline your skills and experience. 
Refer to your CV, but don’t repeat points. 
If you are replying to a specific advertisement, match yourself to 
two or three points in the job description. 
Bring out a real enthusiasm in this section. 

Section 5 
(optional) 

Dealing with problem areas e.g. a failed module, a change of 
course or a health problem can be mentioned here. 
Only do so if you feel the problem area is significant.  If you are 
referring to a mistake, emphasise what you have learnt from the 
problem. Ask a Career Consultant if in doubt. 

Section 6 Close. 
Give details of how you can be contacted. 
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Sample Covering Letter 
 

111 Colum Road 
Cardiff CF10 3AB 
 
18th June 2012 

Mr. A. Field 
Haden Welbeck & Associates 
190 Church Road 
London- EC1V 5DL 
 
Dear Mr. Field, [1] 
 
I am writing to apply for the position of a Graduate Trainee - Financial Advisor (London) as 
advertised on the website milkround.com and enclose my CV for your consideration. [2] 
 
I first became interested in financial consulting through a seminar on ' Careers in Finance' at 
my university at the beginning of this year.  I was impressed by the enthusiasm of the 
graduate who spoke on careers in consulting and felt that a career in consulting would be an 
ideal way to combine my skills and interest in business, problem-solving and working with 
people.  The interest was confirmed when I was able to arrange a week's work-shadowing 
with a boutique consultancy firm in India over Christmas Break. [3] 
 
The employment opportunities and the training on offer is my main motivation for applying to 
Haden Welbeck & Associates.  The prospect of being supported by a network of specialists 
throughout the training process will ensure that I will learn from top quality professionals.  
The opportunity to work with a broad client base, with a wide variety of work will be a 
challenge worth pursuing.  Further, it is encouraging to learn that at Haden Welbeck career 
advancement depends on hard work and talent, and that with the right attitude and work 
ethic trainees can progress to management positions in a short period of time. [4] 
 
As a recently graduated Masters in Financial Economics student, I am highly numerate, as 
many of my modules were heavily dependent on econometrics and advanced level 
mathematics.  A degree in this discipline has helped me to develop a range of skills, in 
particular those of analyzing and interpreting complex information and presenting arguments 
in a concise form. [5] 
 
In 2008, I worked as a Project Assistant at the Commonwealth Games Organizing 
Committee, India.  Working for the Sponsorship & Marketing team my tasks included 
meeting with prospective clients, making presentations and highlighting to them the benefits 
of being associated with the Games as a Sponsor.  Once on board our team provided the 
clients with solutions so as to help them to fulfil a range of objectives; wider publicity, 
employee participation and corporate social responsibility to name a few.  The creative 
nature of the work encouraged me to think 'outside-the-box' and has given me the 
confidence to be more creative while solving problems.  Further, working with a variety of 
clients and people has sharpened my communication skills and has taught me to quickly 
adapt to situations. [6] 
 
I hope that, on consideration of my CV, you will be persuaded of my potential to make a real 
contribution to your firm.  I look forward to hearing from you. [7] 
 
Yours sincerely [8] 
 
 
 
Rajesh Mishra 
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COMMENTS 
 
[1] Find out the name of the person responsible for recruitment in the company 
 
[2] Make it immediately clear what the letter is about and where you saw the 

advertisement 
 
[3] Briefly explain your career motivation and the influences upon you and 

highlight any relevant experience  
 
[4] Explain your reasons for wanting to work for the company. Be specific, 

realistic and show focus 
 
[5] Summarise the key transferable skills from your degree 
 
[6] Mention career and other achievements which demonstrate the skills 

required.  Naming events such as ‘Commonwealth Games Organizing 
Committee’ helps to personalize the letter 

 
[7] Finish positively, enthusiastically and politely 
 
[8] Finish with “Yours sincerely” (following Dear Mr/Ms…) 
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Sample Speculative Letter 
 
 
21 Bellview Ave 
Roath  Cardiff CF21 6FG 
 
22 Feb 2012 
 
Ms Frances Britton 
Director 
The Great Britain China Centre 
15 Belgrave Square 
London SW1X 8PS 
 
 
Dear Ms Britton, [1] 
 
Re: Assistant Marketing Manager (London office): 
 
Your organisation profile featured in the newsletter of the Chinese Student & Scholar 
Association, Cardiff.  The internships and exchanges programme you offer are of particular 
interest to me [2] and I now have pleasure in enclosing my CV as I would be interested in 
being considered for similar openings [3] which may arise within your company over the next 
six to twelve months.  
 
You will see that I graduate from Cardiff University in September of this year with a MA 
degree in International Public Relations.  This course has stimulated my interest in Marketing 
particularly in cultural relations and tourism, which is an industry with great potential, given 
that there is an increasing number both of Chinese and British citizens travelling and 
studying in each country every year.  [4] 
 
From the enclosed CV, you will see that I am a hardworking person with high initiative and a 
passion for challenge.  My work experience in China as a Tour Guide and intern with an 
International PR Agency has equipped me with confidence to meet targets in a cross-cultural 
context. [5] MA study and volunteering for a charity in UK has brought me the chance to 
work with and meet new people and learn new skills in another culture specifically English 
language proficiency, creative problem solving and cross-cultural confidence and curiosity. 
[6] 
 
I am now seeking an opportunity to apply my experience, knowledge and commitment to the 
marketing sector within a forward-thinking PR & cultural organisation. [7] I would particularly 
welcome the challenge of working on new market development where my highly developed 
communication, creative and organizational skills could all be put to good use, as 
demonstrated by my successful experience of implementing different communications 
strategies as Committee Member for the Global Village cross-cultural initiative at Cardiff 
University. [8] 
 
I would be particularly interested in discussing further with you my potential contribution to 
the work of your organisation.  I can be contacted by email or by telephone on 0796 594 
9051. [9] 
 
Yours sincerely [10] 
 
 
 
Vivian Feng 
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COMMENTS 
 
[1] Identify and write to key decision maker 
 
[2] Employers are more interested in themselves than in you, so start your letter 

by talking about them as it is more likely to grab their attention 
 
[3] Use “openings’ or “opportunities” instead of “job” or “vacancy” 
 
[4] Link your education with your career objective (where possible) 
 
[5] Mention any relevant, overseas experience and do not under-estimate its 

value 
 
[6] Emphasise any relevant skills from your UK Study experience 
 
[7] Adopt a broad and enthusiastic tone without being too specific at this stage 

given that this is a speculative letter 
 
[8] Be prepared to back up claims with specific examples 
 
[9] Finish in a polite and enthusiastic way. Can also provide preferred contact 

details. 
 
[10] Finish with “Yours sincerely” (following Dear Mr/Ms…) 
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FURTHER READING  
(available in the Careers & Employability Centre)  
 
A Careers& Employability Guide to … CVs and Covering Letters 
 
A Careers& Employability Guide to … CVs for PhD Students 
 
A Careers& Employability Guide to ... International Students:  Employment 
Regulations  
 
The Global Resume and CV Guide, Thompson, Jon Wiley & Sons 
 
Best Resumes and CVs for International Jobs, Krannich & Enelow, Impact 
 
Living and Working in the UK, Collins & Barclay 
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FURTHER HELP 
 
 

If you have found this booklet useful, you may want to pick up or download our other 
booklets, from: 
 

www.cardiff.ac.uk/careers 
 
Career Central is an extensive online careers resource accessible from our 
homepage www.cardiff.ac.uk/careers  by signing in using your Cardiff username 
and password.  You will find a wealth of information, activities, video clips and 
reflection exercises covering all aspects of career exploration, job hunting, work 
experience and much more. 
 
Careers & Employability also runs a series of workshops in conjunction with these 
booklets.  You can find out more about these on our website. 
 
We offer Career Management Skills (CMS) Workshops in many Departments.  To 
find out if your Department hosts these sessions, contact your Department or School 
Office. 
 
 
 

THIS BOOKLET IS AVAILABLE IN WELSH AND ON CD 
on request at the Careers & Employability Centre 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Careers & Employability aims to offer a fair and equal service to all its clients, regardless of their sex, 
ethnic origin, age, sexuality, religion or disability.  We are able to offer additional support to students 
who may benefit from extra help.  Please contact us for further details. 
 
 
 
DISCLAIMER 
 
The information and advice provided by Careers & Em ployability is given in good faith and all 
reasonable efforts have been made to ensure accurac y.  Neither Cardiff University nor the 
individual members of staff shall be liable to any person in contract, tort, statute or otherwise 
for any loss, distress or damage of any kind howsoe ver caused (except for death or personal 
injury caused by the negligence of Cardiff Universi ty or the individual members of staff).  All 
information and advice is provided only on the basi s of this disclaimer.  
 



 

50 Park Place , Cardiff  CF10 3AT 
Tel: (029) 2087 4828 Tel: (029) 2087 4828 

e-mail: careers@cardiff.ac.uk e-mail: careers@cardiff.ac.uk 
 

 

 
Careers & Employability is part of the University’s Registry, Governance & Students      
Directorate and will provide you with the professional careers-related support you 
need during your studies and beyond. 
 
The new Careers & Employability Centre opened in July 2010.  It is free for you to 
use and is open weekdays from 9am - 5pm throughout the year.  Whether you are 
just beginning to think about your future, have made some plans or simply haven’t a 
clue what you want to do there is an array of help available to you so please make 
use of it.  Start today by reading this booklet and utilising the events and services on 
offer. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

2nd Floor, 50 Park Place, Cardiff 
 
• Minutes from the Students’ Union and a short walk from most 

Academic Schools. 
• Offering information, advice and guidance; appointments, 

drop-ins and workshops;  
• A wide range of resources 
• Employer events 
 
As well as these services at the Centre we have a presence at 
Cardigan House, Heath Park Campus.  We also have GO Wales 
situated at 5 Corbett Road, Cardiff.  Please see the Web for 
further details: www.cardiff.ac.uk/careers  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

What is Careers & Employability? 

Where is the Careers & Employability Centre? 

 

 
GO Wales 

City Hall  

Main 
Building 

Glamorgan  
Building 

Students’  
Union 

Careers & 
Employability 

Centre 




